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Abstract - In the current times, one of the biggest challenges that educational institutions face in both the developing and 
developed nations is the explosive growth of educational data and to use this data to improve the quality of managerial 
decisions. Data mining techniques are considered as an analytical tool can be used to extract meaningful knowledge from 
these large data sets. The quality of higher education institutions implies providing the services, which most likely meet the 
needs of students, academic staff, and other participants in the education system. This paper proposes a new Data Mining 
model to be applied in higher education institutions. The suggested model assists in decision making process in the strategic 
levels of higher institutions as well as regulates the disciplines of students’ admission. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
For instruction establishments whose goal is to 
contribute to the development of quality of upper 
education, the success of creation of human capital is 
that the subject of a continual analysis. Therefore, the 
prediction of students' success is crucial 
for instruction establishments, as a result of the 
standard of teaching method is that the ability to 
fulfill students' wants. During this sense vital 
knowledge and data are gathered on a daily basis, and 
that they ar thought of at the acceptable authorities, 
and standards so as to keep up the standard ar set. one 
among the largest challenges that higher 
establishments face nowadays is the way to improve 
the standard of social control choices. The social 
control {decision making|deciding|higher 
cognitive method} process becomes a lot of 
complicated because the quality of instructional 
entities increase. instructional institute seeks a lot of 
economical technology to higher manage and support 
deciding procedures or assist them to line new ways 
and set up for a far better management of the present 
processes. Business intelligence has tremendous 
potential to assist admissions and Admission 
management professionals build choices in areas 
apart from the applicants’ potential success. the 
quantity of information keep in instructional 
databases is increasing quickly. These databases 
contain hidden info for improvement of students’ 
performance. Data processing will facilitate 
establishments of upper education to create simpler 
choices on improve the standard of instruction and 
services. Several applications areas like banking, 
retail trade and promoting, fraud detection, pc 
auditing, medicine and DNA analysis, 
telecommunications, money trade have already been 
advanced through the durable techniques of DM. 
Another application domain that may profit of DM 
techniques is higher learning establishment. So, the 
most important objective of this paper is to propose a 

DM model for filtering out students satisfying all 
eligibility criteria that satisfy the admission strategies. 
The mining data may vary from structured to 
unstructured. Data mining mainly deals with 
structured data organized in a database while text 
mining mainly handles unstructured data/text. Web 
mining lies in between and copes with semi-
structured data and/or unstructured data. Web mining 
calls for creative use of data mining and/or text 
mining techniques and its distinctive approaches. 
Mining the web data is one of the most challenging 
tasks for the data mining and data management 
scholars because there are huge heterogeneous, less 
structured data available on the web and we can 
easily get overwhelmed with data [2]. 
 
There is no agreed definition of Web Data Mining but 
we present one simple definition: 
―Web Data Mining is the application of data 
mining techniques to find interesting and potentially 
useful knowledge from web data. It is normally 
expected that either the hyperlink structure of the web 
or the web log data or both have been used in the 
mining process. 
Word Wide web is the interactive and popular 
medium to distribute information today. Data on the 
web is rapidly increasing day by day and Web data is 
huge, diverse and dynamic so information users could 
encounter the following problems while interacting 
with the web [4]. 
1. Finding Relevant Information- People either 
browse or use the search service when they want to 
find specific information on the web. However 
today‘s search tools have problems like low precision 
which is due to irrelevance of many of the search 
results. This results in a difficulty in finding the 
relevant information. Another problem is low recall 
which is due to inability to index all the information 
available on the web. 
2. Creating new knowledge out of the information 
available on the web-This problem is basically sub 
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problem of the above problem. Above problem is 
query triggered process(retrieval oriented) but this 
problem is data triggered process that presumes that 
we already have collection of web data and we want 
to extract potentially use full knowledge out of it. 
3. Personalization of information- When people 
interact with the web they differ in the contents and 
presentations they prefer. 
4. Learning about Consumers or individual users-
This problem is about what the customer do and 
want. Inside this problem there are sub problem such 
as customizing the information to the intended 
consumers or even to personalize it to individual user, 
problem related to web site design and management 
and marketing etc. 
 
There are many tools like Database (DB), 
Information Retrieval (IR), and Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) etc. available to solve the above 
stated problem. Web mining techniques could be 
more efficiently used to solve the information 
overload problem directly or indirectly. 
 
The purpose of the paper is to provide past, current 
evaluation and update in each of the three different 
types of web mining i.e. web content mining, web 
structure mining and web usages mining and also 
outlines key future research directions. 
 
II. WEB MINING 
 
Web mining is that the use of information mining 
techniques to mechanically discover and extract 
information from World Wide internet documents 
and repair. Some writers counsel mouldering internet 
mining into the subsequent sub tasks: 
Resource Discovery: locating unfamiliar documents 
and services on the online. 
Information choice and Pre-Processing: 
Mechanically extracting and pre-processing specific 
data from new discovered internet resources. 
Generalization: uncovering general patterns at 
individual websites and across multiple Sites. 
Analysis: Validation and interpretation of well-mined 
patterns. 
Visualization- Presenting the results of Associate in 
Nursing interactive analysis in an exceedingly visual, 
simple to know fashion. 
 
Performing analysis within the space of internet 
mining and counsel the 3 internet mining classes 
betting on which type of {information} to be well-
mined that's mining for information or mining the 
online link structure or mining for user navigation 
patterns . Mining for data focuses on the event of 
techniques for helping a user to find documents that 
meet an exact criterion that's online page mining. 
online page mining refers to the invention of helpful 
data from internet contents, as well as text, image; 
audio, video, etc mining the link structure aims at 

developing techniques to require advantage of the 
collective judgment of online page quality that is out 
there within the sort of hyperlinks that's internet 
structure mining. internet structure mining tries to get 
the model underlying the link structures of the online. 
Model is predicated on the topology of hyperlinks 
with or while not description of links. Markov chain 
model is wont to categorise websites and is beneficial 
to come up with data like similarity and relationship 
between totally different websites. Finally, mining for 
user navigation patterns focuses on techniques that 
study the user behavior once navigating {the 
internet|the online|the net} that's web usages mining. 
internet usage mining refers discovery of user access 
patterns from internet servers. internet usages 
knowledge embrace knowledge from internet server 
access logs, proxy server logs, browser logs, user 
profiles, registration knowledge, user session or 
transactions, cookies, user queries, marker 
knowledge, mouse clicks and scrolls or the other 
knowledge as results of interaction. 

 

 
Taxonomy of web mining 

 
Since searching, comprehending, and using the semi 
structured information stored on the Web poses a 
significant challenge because this data is more 
sophisticated and dynamic than the information that 
commercial database systems store. Figure 1, shows 
the Taxonomy of web mining. 
Han and Chang[6] claimed that incorporating data 
mining to Web-page ranking helps Web search 
engines to find high-quality Web pages and enhances 
Web click stream analysis , data semantics could 
substantially enhance the quality of keyword-based 
searches and indicate research problems ( tremendous 
number of documents have not been indexed, which 
makes searching the data contains extremely difficult) 
to use data mining effectively in developing web 
intelligence. It latter includes mining web search-
engine data and analyzing web‘s link structure, 
classifying web documents automatically, mining 
web page semantic structures and page contents, and 
mining web dynamics. Web dynamics is the study of 
how the web changes in the context of its contents, 
structure, and access patterns. 
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III. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
3.1 Online page Mining- It deals with discovering 
helpful data or data from website contents. Margaret 
H. Dunham [1] explicit  online page Mining may be 
thought of the extending the work performed by basic 
search engines. online page mining analyzes the 
content of internet resources. Recent advances in 
multimedia system data processing promise to widen 
access additionally to image, sound, video, etc. 
content of internet resources. the first internet 
resources that ar mined  in online page mining ar 
individual pages. data Retrieval is one amongst the 
analysis areas that offer a variety of widespread and 
effective, principally applied mathematics ways for 
online page mining. they'll be accustomed cluster, 
categorize, analyze, and retrieve documents. 
Since it's impracticable to annotate pictures on web 
manually. therefore internet pictures ar sometimes not 
well annotated victimisation linguistics descriptors. 
because of multiplicity of contents during a single 
image and also the perspicacity of human perception, 
it's exhausting to create precisely the same 
understanding to the similar image by completely 
different users. These issues have restricted the 
applying of the keyword based mostly} image 
retrieval tools and additionally ancient text based 
ways couldn't handle the explosive load of pictures 
and therefore the thought of Content based mostly 
Image Retrieval was born. Content-Based Image 
Retrieval; makes an attempt to automatize the method 
of compartmentalisation or expansion image in image 
databases. Content based mostly Image Retrieval uses 
the visual contents of a picture like color, shape, 
texture, and special layout to represent and index a 
picture. These visual contents are extracted 
victimisation multi-dimensions feature vectors then 
indexed during a info. once a picture is given as input 
question for retrieval, its feature vectors ar extracted 
then pictures with similar feature vectors ar retrieved 
from the info by comparison. The 
compartmentalisation theme provides AN economical 
thanks to retrieve pictures from the info. 
A major bottleneck in content-based image retrieval 
&#40;CBIR&#41; systems or search engines is that 
the massive gap between low-level image options like 
color histograms accustomed index pictures and high-
level linguistics contents of pictures human 
perspicacity. To reduce the gap between low-level 
image features used to index images and high-level 
semantic contents of images in content-based image 
retrieval (CBIR) systems or search engines, Zhang et 
al. [13] suggest applying relevance feedback 
technique to refine the query or similarity measures in 
image search process. Due to learning and searching 
nature of each relevance feedback algorithm in CBIR 
is a machine learning problem that is a computer 
program that automatically improves with experience. 
In which a user provides feedback examples from the 
retrieval results of a query and system learns from 

such examples to refine retrieval results. In CBIR, 
relevance feedback is a task to improve the retrieval 
performance and the experience here is feedback 
examples provided by the users. They presented a 
framework of relevance feedback and semantic 
learning where low-level features and keyword 
explanation are integrated in image retrieval and in 
feedback processes to improve the retrieval 
performance and effectiveness of information system. 
At the beginning most approaches performed 
relevance feedback at the low level features basically 
replacing keywords with features for document 
retrieval. Using only low level features may not be 
efficient in representing users‘ feedbacks and telling 
their intensions. The user can interact with image 
retrieval system by two ways. In first one, the user 
types in a list of keywords representing the semantic 
contents of the preferred images. In second one, the 
user provides a set of examples images as an input 
and the retrieval system will retrieve other analogous 
images. They took the advantage of combining these 
two approaches to improve both retrieval accuracy 
and ease of use of the system. 
3.2 Web Structure Mining- It deals with discovering 
and modeling the link structure of internet. internet 
info retrieval tools create use of solely the text 
offered on sites however ignoring valuable info 
contained in internet links. internet structure mining 
aims to get structural outline regarding websites and 
sites. the most focus of internet structure mining is on 
link info. internet luggage is also wont to discover 
visible internet documents, aglow internet documents 
(number of outgoing links) and aglow ways (set of 
inter-linked nodes) that almost all of the search 
engines fails to get for eg. If a brand new business 
needs to try and do some analysis of their websites 
that show merchandise for buying? By finding the 
visibility of its electronic computer with relation to 
alternative websites mercantilism. For such connected 
merchandise, the corporate will realize ways that to 
revamp (including changes in product‘s value etc.) its 
electronic computer to boost visibility. for instance, if 
an online web site sells laptop monitors, they need to 
be providing links to websites that sell electronic 
equipment. Thus, if an online {site|website|web web 
site} finds that its visibility is lower as compared to 
alternative websites mercantilism CPUs then the 
online site must improve in terms of style, products. 
Through an inspired algorithmic program for link 
analysis known as HITS (Hypertext induced  Topic 
Search),  introduced the ideas of hubs (pages that ask 
several pages) and authorities (pages that ar referred 
by several pages). 
He developed a group of algorithmic  tools for 
extracting info from the link structures of such 
environments and reportable on experiments that 
demonstrate their effectiveness in an exceedingly 
type of contexts on the planet Wide internet. 
The main issue they addressed  at intervals their 
framework is that the refinement of broad search 
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topics, through the invention of ―authoritativeǁ info 
sources on such topics. 
Web is also viewed as a directed graph whose nodes 
ar the documents and therefore the edges ar the 
hyperlinks between them and exploited the graph 
structure of the planet Wide internet for improved 
retrieval performance and classification accuracy. 
several search engines use graph properties in ranking 
their question results. 
The continuous growth within the size and use of the 
web is making difficulties within the look for info. to 
assist users look for info and organize info layout, 
Smith and weight unit [22] prompt employing a self 
organizing map(SOM) to mine internet knowledge 
and provided a visible tool to help user navigation. 
supported the users‘ navigation behavior, they 
developed LOGSOM, a system that utilizes 
Kyrgyzstani monetary unit to arrange sites into a two-
dimensional map. The map provides a substantive 
navigation tool and is a visible tool to higher perceive 
the structure of {the internet|the online|the net} web 
site and navigation behaviors of web users. 
3.3 Web Usages Mining- It deals with understanding 
user behaviour in interacting with the net or with a 
web site. one among the aims is to get data which will 
assist web site reorganization or assist site adaptation 
to higher suit the user. internet usage mining model 
could be a reasonably mining to server logs and its 
aim is obtaining helpful users‘ access data in logs to 
form sites will good themselves with acceptable 
users‘ needs, serve users higher and acquire 
additional economy edges. many surveys on internet 
usage mining exist in There ar several diary analysis 
tools on the market to mine knowledge from log 
record on website. Log record contains many helpful 
data like uniform resource locator, informatics 
address and time so on. Analyzing and discovering 
Log may facilitate organizations to seek out 
additional potential customers, pages quality (number 
of times a page has been visited) etc which will 
facilitate in reorganizing the net website for quick and 
simple client access, rising links and navigation, 
attracting additional promotional material capital by 
intelligent adverts, turning viewers into customers by 
higher website design, and watching the potency of 
the net website Most knowledge used for mining [29] 
is collected from internet servers, clients, proxy 
servers, or server databases, all of them turn out 
howling knowledge. as a result of internet mining is 
sensitive to noise, knowledge cleanup ways ar 
necessary. Pre-processing into subtasks and noted 
that the ultimate outcome of pre-processing ought to 
be knowledge that permits identification of a selected 
user‘s browsing pattern within the sort of page views, 
sessions, and click on streams. Click streams are of 
explicit interest as a result of they permit 
reconstruction of user direction patterns. Prediction of 
user future movements and intentions supported the 
users click stream knowledge. A model for on-line 
predicting through internet usage mining system to 

propose an approach for classifying user navigation 
patterns to predict users‘ future intentions. The 
approach is predicated on the victimization longest 
common subsequence algorithmic program to classify 
current user activities to predict user next movement. 
The quality of recommendations within the current 
systems to predict user future requests during a 
explicit site is below satisfaction. To effectively offer 
on-line prediction, A recommendation system known 
as Web PUM, a web prediction victimization internet 
usage mining system and propose a completely 
unique approach for classifying user navigation 
patterns to predict users‘ future intentions. The 
approach is predicated on the new graph partitioning 
algorithmic program to model user navigation 
patterns for the navigation patterns mining part. what 
is more, longest common subsequence algorithmic 
program is employed for classifying current user 
activities to predict user next movement. 
3.4 Semantic Web Mining- The Semantic Web is 
based on a vision of Tim Berners-Lee who is known 
as the inventor of the WWW. The enormous success 
of the current WWW leads to a new challenge- A 
huge amount of data is interpretable by humans only 
and machine support is limited. Berners-Lee suggests 
to improve the Web by machine-process able 
information which supports the user in his tasks. For 
instance, today‘s search engines are already quite 
powerful, but still too often return excessively large 
or inadequate lists of hits. 
 
3.5 Proposed Algorithm 
Algorithm 1: Naive Bayes Classifier for Slow 
Learner Prediction 
consider opinion=“yes”, opinion=“no” possibility Po 
• yes, Po no by instruction input data . 
For Test all the Input data • 
For all aspect • 
consider kind of aspect still upon absolute Division • 
Consider possibility to opinion=“Yes”, opinion=“No” 
• compare classe Po(A, Yes), Po(A, No) by Training 
data. 
For all aspects • 
consider analysis yes = Analysisyes *Po(A, Yes), 
analy• sis no = analysisno*Po(A, No); 
consider Analysis yes = Analysis yes *Po yes• 
Analysis no = Analysis no *Po no; • 
If (anaylsis yes > Analysis no) Then opinion 
=“Yes”;• 
Count++; 
otherwise opinion =“No”; 
 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 
This paper has provided a a lot of current analysis and 
update of internet mining analysis out there. in depth 
literature has been reviewed supported 3 styles of 
internet mining, particularly web page mining, 
internet usage mining, and internet structure mining. 
Year wise outline of enhancements in every form of 
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mining is given in several tables. Internet data 
processing may be a quick rising analysis space these 
days. Because the internet knowledge and its usage 
can rise in future. it'll prolong to come up with a lot 
of content, structure and usage knowledge. that the 
importance of internet knowledge continues 
increasing. internet knowledge is principally semi-
structured to unstructured. Therefore the lack of 
structure of internet knowledge, machine-driven 
discovery of targeted or surprising data info still gift 
several difficult analysis issues. Most of the data 
diagrammatic in hypertext mark-up language internet 
Documents, there square measure varied alternative 
file formats that square measure in public accessible 
on the net. Also, if each the particular internet 
Documents and corresponding Back Link Documents 
were in the main composed of transmission info (e.g. 
graphics, audio, etc.), SVD won't be notably effective 
in revealing a lot of matter info. It might be worthy to 
analysis new techniques to incorporate these file 
formats and transmission info for data illustration. 
Internet data processing is probably still in its infancy 
and far analysis is being administered within the 
space. 
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